
2020 MEDIA PLANNER
Wisconsin Meetings is a comprehensive, multi-platform tool to reach Midwest meeting 

planners. With Wisconsin Meetings, you will reach this highly targeted, niche market in three 

ways: Print Magazine + Digital Directory + Email. Combine these extremely effective formats 

to maximize your reach and message frequency. 



The ultimate tool for Midwest meeting planners booking events in Wisconsin.

As the only publication focused on bringing meetings and convention 

business to our state, Wisconsin Meetings is dedicated to showing readers 

that a partnership with Wisconsin vendors is a partnership for success. 

The strong support of advertising partners like you keeps Wisconsin 

Meetings free to meeting professionals in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Illinois. 

And your message continues to help us educate planners about our state’s commitment to 

business tourism and draw dollars into Wisconsin’s economy.

Hit your target market with a focused, powerful message in the pages of 

Wisconsin Meetings. Distributed to 20,000 Midwest meeting planners, you’ll 

find informative features on great venues, interesting profiles of industry 

professionals and helpful advice to plan the perfect meeting or event.

DESTINATION:
MILWAUKEE

MEALS ON 
WHEELS:
USING FOOD TRUCKS  
AT EVENTS

PODCASTS FOR 
PROMOTION:
PUT PODCASTS TO  
WORK FOR YOU

SUMMER 2019
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PRINT MAGAZINE

MINNESOTA:  
10%

WISCONSIN:  
42%

ILLINOIS:  
48%

20,000 copies of each issue of Wisconsin Meetings are distributed 

via direct mail, trade shows and conferences to: Regional Professional 

Meeting Planners; Corporate Executives; Social, Military, Educational, 

Religious and Fraternal Organizations; Corporate Travel Agents; Sales 

& Marketing Executives; and Association Executives. Readership covers 

Wisconsin, Illinois and western Minnesota (including the Twin Cities).

DISTRIBUTION

•  Targeted Audience: Our readers are the decision-makers 

searching for venues and suppliers to help produce their 

meetings, conventions and events.

•  Multiple Platforms: Deliver your message to planners via 

our comprehensive, multi-media platforms to maximize 

your reach. 

•  Concentrated Distribution: Reach a maximum number of 

planners within easy driving distance to Wisconsin. 



2020 EDITORIAL CALENDAR

IN EVERY ISSUE

WINTER 2020:  
Destination: Oshkosh

Experiential Meetings

Behind the  
Scenes Tours

Casino Venues

Best of Wisconsin  
Reader Survey Results

SPRING 2020:  
Destination: Eau Claire

Event Security

Championship Golf Courses 
for Outings

Lakefront Spaces

Delicious Outings

 

SUMMER 2020:  
Destination: Northwoods

Waterparks and Other 
Family-Friendly Venues

Time-saving Hacks  
for Planners

The Art of Negotiating

Game Day Outings

FALL 2020:  
Destination: Waukesha  
& Brookfield

Small Group Spaces

Mindful Meetings

Gamification Trends

Artistic Outings

catering... Food for thought from industry experts.

venues... profiles of unique event spaces.

group outings... Ideas that bring your group together.

personal development... Insight on how to grow 

professionally and personally.

profile... Movers and shakers in the meetings world.

Milwaukee campaigned against larger 
Sunbelt cities to win its bid for the July 
13-16, 2020, event. It’s selection as the 
DNC host city marks the first major-party 
convention in the city’s history and is a true 
testament to what Milwaukee offers the 
meetings and events industry.  

This city has it going on, with everything 
from winning sports teams; beautiful and 
unique venues; a food and beverage scene 
complete with culinary delights prepared by 
10 James Beard nominated chefs; a natural 
setting for outdoors enthusiasts; and a large 
selection of hyper-local experiences.

“We’ve had over $5 billion in development 
in recent years; Fiserv Forum alone was a 

$524 million development. We added the 
city’s streetcar, The Hop, and we’ve seen a 
30% growth in hotel rooms in the downtown 
alone,” says Laura Lutter Cole, convention 
sales manager for VISIT Milwaukee. 

Lutter Cole reports she previously worked 
in the hotel industry, and once said, “I 
can’t sell my hotel, unless I can sell my 
city.” Milwaukee sells itself; she says. 
“We have everything a top-tier city has to 
offer, but on top of that, we have Midwest 
hospitality, affordability, accessibility and 
experientiality,” she says. 

Though VISIT Milwaukee, Fiserv Forum and 
other organizations that helped bring the 
convention to Milwaukee are exceptionally 

Milwaukee has a long and storied history as a powerhouse for manufac-
turing and machining. Today, the Cream City, home to seven Fortune 500 
manufacturers and second in the nation for the highest percentage of 
workers in manufacturing, still proudly waves its manufacturing flag.

But just as there is more to the state of Wisconsin than brats, beer and 
cheese, there is more to Milwaukee than iron, aluminum and steel. In recent 
years, Milwaukee began a downtown renaissance that continues to this 
day. No part of the downtown remains untouched. Areas like the Historic 
Third Ward, Menomonee Valley, the Deer District, the Brewery District, the 
Wisconsin Center District and Walker’s Point are seeing both new construc-
tion and revamps of existing buildings come to life.

This urban renewal has led to a growing interest in Milwaukee as a premier 
meetings and events destination for groups of all sizes. The crown jewel in 
the Brew City’s downtown revitalization is its selection as host city for the 
next Democratic National Convention (DNC) at Fiserv Forum, the 17,500-
seat arena that the NBA’s Milwaukee Bucks call home. 

Milwaukee

By Ronnie Wendt 

URBAN RENEWAL HAS LED TO A 
GROWING INTEREST IN MILWAUKEE AS  
A MEETINGS AND EVENTS DESTINATION  

FOR GROUPS OF ALL SIZES.

“We have everything 
a top-tier city has to 
offer, but on top of 

that we have Midwest 
hospitality, affordability, 

accessibility and 
experientiality.”

—Laura Lutter Cole, Convention Sales 
Manager, VISIT Milwaukee 

proud of their efforts, Lutter Cole says the 
DNC, which will bring more than 50,000 
people to the city, is really an extension 
of what Milwaukee’s meeting and events 
industry has done all along, just on a larger 
scale. “This is a regional, once-in-a-lifetime 
event,” she says, “and one that speaks 
very well to the collaborative, welcoming 
and enthusiastic efforts we make for every 
organization that chooses Milwaukee for its 
meeting, convention or event.” 

VARIETY OF VENUES
Fiserv Forum opened in 2018, as the Bucks 
basketball team skyrocketed to nation-
al attention. The NBA team made it to 
the playoffs this year, narrowly missing a 
chance at the finals. 

The new sports and entertainment arena 
hosts up to 200 sporting and entertain-
ment events a year, but its 730,000 square 
feet also houses a plethora of unique and 
dedicated meeting spaces, something 
many people are unaware of.

“The building was created to be as flexible 
as we could make it,” reports Jonathan 
Zuckerbrod, director of business strategy and 
platform development for Milwaukee Bucks. 
“While it has an open design concept, there 
are rooms and pockets we can scale down for 
a smaller meeting or event.” 

Mallory Brigman, manager of private 
event sales for Milwaukee Bucks, agrees, 
highlighting a handful of the meeting 
spaces available. The arena floor, the 
building’s “most flexible meeting space,” 
she says, can accommodate up to 2,000 
people, reception style, or be transformed 
for a 1,000-person seated dinner. The 
Panorama Club sits at the top of the arena 
and offers extraordinary views into the 
bowl, while an expansive outdoor patio 
provides a panoramic glimpse of the city. 
Brigman says this space works well for a 
business meeting of 60-70 people, but also 
can accommodate up to 450 guests for a 
reception. The facility’s atrium doubles 
as meeting space for approximately 280 
guests while outdoors, an open-air plaza 
is available and connects to the enter-
tainment block, which features fare from 
tenants that include Good City Brewing, 
the Mecca Sports Bar and Grill, Punch 
Bowl Social and Drink Wisconsinbly. 

While Fiserv Forum is certainly the 
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PRINT MAGAZINE

2020 ADVERTISING DEADLINES

WINTER 2020
Advertising Deadline: December 1

Materials Deadline: December 8

Publication Date: January 2020

SPRING 2020
Advertising Deadline: March 1

Materials Deadline: March 8

Publication Date: April 2020

SUMMER 2020
Advertising Deadline: June 1

Materials Deadline: June 8

Publication Date: July 2020

FALL 2020
Advertising Deadline: September 1

Materials Deadline: September 8

Publication Date: October 2020

*The preceding Friday will serve as the deadline when dates fall on a weekend.

Meetings…Elkhart Lake Style.

Voted 2016 Best Lakeshore Resort by readers of Wisconsin 

Meetings magazine, The Osthoff Resort offers 38,000 sq. ft.  

of elegant, state-of-the-art function space.

With spacious AAA Four Diamond accommodations, recreational 

lakefront, Aspira Spa, cooking school, nearby golf and many other 

premier amenities including team building activities and programs, 

The Osthoff Resort is one of the Midwest’s premier meeting 

destinations.

For more information on The Osthoff Resort, visit  

www.osthoffmeetings.com or call 888.748.1136. 

For more information on the Elkhart Lake area and other 

fine resorts, visit www.elkhartlake.com or call 877.355.4278. 

The Osthoff Resort’s Grand Libelle Ballroom

Adventure Programs at Road America

Culinary Team Building at The Osthoff Resort
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  FOX CITIES, OSHKOSH AND RACINE

10  IN THE NEWS
  The latest happenings in the 

meetings/conventions industry

15  INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

  Are You A Clumper?  

Go beyond your comfort  

zone and enjoy networking 

By Tom Graybill

16  PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

  Tired of Being Tired?  

Get the zzz’s needed to  

be happy and productive 

By Molly Rose Teuke

19 LEGAL
  ADA Compliance 

It’s your responsibility,  

but what is it, really? 

By Paul Zukowski

21 ONE ON ONE

  with Heather Kubisiak 

Event Planner 
Referee Enterprises & the 

National Association of  

Sports Officials

22 BUILDING BOOM
   DEMAND DRIVES MILWAUKEE’S HOTEL DEVELOPMENT SPREE

  By Nancy A. Herrick

27 KEEP CALM AND PLAN ON

   SURVIVING THE STRESS OF A VENUE UNDERGOING RENOVATIONS

  By Clair Urbain

32 DESTINATION: NORTHWOODS

   WHERE SMALL GROUPS CAN DISCONNECT  

FROM THE OFFICE AND GET DOWN TO BUSINESS

  By Melanie Radzicki McManus

37 BUILDING BLOCKS
   BETTER MANAGE YOUR ROOM BLOCKS AND AVOID COSTLY FEES

  By Maura Keller

47 TAKING AIM
   WISCONSIN’S HUNT CLUBS OFFER UNIQUE EXPERIENCE  

FOR SMALL GROUPS

  By Betty W. Stark

50 HOT HOTEL RESTAURANTS

   WHERE BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED AMID TRENDY  

DÉCOR AND TASTY EATS

  By Shayna Mace

53 MAGNIFICENT MEETINGS

   WISCONSIN MUSEUMS OFFER MEMORABLE SPACES  

FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT 

  By Mary Bergin

57  WHAT’S LIVE TWEETING  

GOT TO DO WITH IT?
   PLENTY — IF EVENT ORGANIZERS WANT TO MAXIMIZE THEIR 

EXPOSURE AND GET EVERYONE TALKING ABOUT THEIR EVENT

  By Ronnie Garrett 32
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Voted 2016 Best Lakeshore Resort by readers of Wisconsin 

Meetings magazine, The Osthoff Resort offers 38,000 sq. ft.  

of elegant, state-of-the-art function space.

With spacious AAA Four Diamond accommodations, recreational 

lakefront, Aspira Spa, cooking school, nearby golf and many other 

premier amenities including team building activities and programs, 

The Osthoff Resort is one of the Midwest’s premier meeting 

destinations.
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o day is so bad it can't be fixed with a nap. — Carrie Snow

It’s been called a global health epidemic. It leads people 
to engage in risky behavior, makes them irritable and 
crabby, and causes mistakes and poor judgment, 
sometimes with tragic consequences. 
Welcome to the notion of sleep deficit. Most of us have 
an occasional night when we just can’t sleep. But some 
40 percent of us routinely get fewer than six hours of 
sleep. The societal costs are staggering — lives lost, 
hundreds of billions of dollars in direct medical costs and 
vast environmental costs (the Exxon Valdez oil spill was 
blamed in part on fatigue). The Journal of Sleep reported 
in 2011 that our collective sleep deficit is costing U.S. 
businesses $63 billion a year in lost productivity.  
STAGGERING PERSONAL COSTSGetting insufficient sleep night after night has high 
personal costs as well. Researchers have found that 
when you are chronically sleep-deprived and stay 
awake beyond your body’s go-to-sleep call, you begin 
to function as if you are legally drunk, with all the 
impairments that accompany that state. A sleep debt 
raises our risk of life-threatening ailments, impairs 
judgment, damages memory, undermines cognitive 
function, inhibits creativity and problem-solving, and 
makes it hard for us to be alert and ignore distractions. 
It’s also associated with increased weight gain (in part 
because it decreases levels of leptin, a hormone that 

helps regulate appetite), and it makes our skin look 
old (in part because it causes the body to release more 
cortisol, which can break down collagen, that magic 
protein that keeps our skin looking healthy and youthful). JOIN THE REVOLUTIONHumans are the only mammal that willingly delays sleep, 

according to the National Sleep Foundation. In a culture 
where getting it all done is imperative, many still wear 
sleep deprivation as a badge of honor. New research is 
changing that, as the cognitive and productivity costs 
become quantified. 

What if you’ve tried to sleep more and concluded you 
don’t need more than six hours? University of Pennsylvania 
sleep specialist Philip Gehrman reports that while people 
who get just six hours of sleep feel they’ve adapted, they 
show consistently worse results on tests of mental alertness 
and performance. “There’s a point in sleep deprivation 
when we lose touch with how impaired we are,” he says.For some of us, a simple decision to go to bed earlier 

will make a difference. For others, it’s more complicated. 
What if you just can’t fall asleep? Fortunately, science 
has some answers.

• HONOR BEDTIME
Adopting a consistent bedtime and wake-up time lets 
your body get a grip on its internal clock. Without that 
consistency, your body doesn’t know when to begin 
sending sleepy-time messages to your body, or when 
to begin the wake-up cycle. Eight hours is the accepted 
standard, but many of us (this writer included) need 
more and some need less.
• LIGHTS OUT, DEVICES OFF, TEMPERATURE DOWN
Begin dimming household lighting three hours before 
bedtime. Put a dimmer switch in your bathroom so 
you’re not brushing your teeth under glaring light. 
Light inhibits natural production of melatonin, a sleep-
inducing hormone. One thing every sleep expert 
agrees on: Turn off your devices! Yes, that means cell 
phone, iPad, computer, even your TV. Studies show 
that humans are especially sensitive to the “short wave-
length-enriched” blue light that emanates from the 
LCD displays of our favorite electronic devices. Sigh… 
goodbye to reading Jane Austen on my iPad in bed.Turn down the temperature. Sleeping in a cool room — 

mid-60s — allows your body to remain thermally neutral, 
which means it’s not working to cool you down or warm 
you up. The result is a better night’s sleep.
• READY, SET, SLEEP Create a calming evening routine to cue your body that 
it’s time to get sleepy. Could be an hour of soft music, a 
leisurely read (no page-turner thrillers), a warm bath or 
a set of easy yoga poses or stretches. Anything relaxing 
you can do on a consistent daily basis will help you build 
and support a sleep habit. Spending a few minutes 

TIRED OF BEING TIRED? GET THE ZZZ’S NEEDED TO BE A HAPPY, 
PRODUCTIVE PERSON AND EMPLOYEEBY MOLLY ROSE TEUKE

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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PRINT MAGAZINE

PRINT AD RATESTHE EXECUTIVE RETREAT, 
MIXED-USE MEETING, LEISURE AND LODGING SPACE

GenevaNationalResort.com/Inns

RidgeLakeGeneva.com  THE MODERN SIDE OF LAKE GENEVA

{Madison, WI}

Looking to add anticipation and excitement to your next event? Meet in the heart of the capital city in Wisconsin’s most iconic setting, steps away from fine dining and entertainment.  Only at Monona Terrace.  
Visit MononaTerrace.com.

MEET IN THE FOREGROUNDof Madison’s professional playground.

©2019 Monona Terrace

20264_MT-ProfessionalPlayground_WisMeetings-16.25x10.875.indd   1

1/14/19   5:31 PM

 

 

Our complete property renovations provide a simple 
yet beautifully designed space for business and leisure 
travelers. Featuring over 40,000 sq. ft. of flexible 
banquet and meeting space, we invite you to 
experience contemporary Lake Country hospitality at 
its natural, vibrant best.   

L A K E COUNTRY ’S
GATHER ING PL ACE 

262 .547.0201 

28 10  Go l f  Road

Pewaukee ,  WI  53072

the ing les idehote l . com

FOUR COLOR 1X 3X 4X

2-Page Spread $6,540 $5,875 $5,600

Full Page $3,600 $3,170 $3,075

2/3 Page $2,665 $2,420 $2,305

1/2 Page $2,370 $2,135 $2,030

1/3 Page $1,795 $1,620 $1,540

1/6 Page $1,180 $1,065 $1,015

Back Cover $4,320 $3,880 $3,890

Inside Front $4,175 $3,765 $3,580

Inside Back $3,880 $3,490 $3,320

15% digital discount available for supplying digital materials.

DESTINATION SHOWCASE (Rates are net)

2-Page Format $4,300 $3,870 $3,680

1-Page Format $2,850 $2,630 $2,500 

WINTER ISSUE (See sample ad design below)  

Four Color 1X

1/4 Formatted Ad $975*

* Advertisers contracting for a 1/2 page or larger ad in the winter issue receive  

  the 1/4 formatted ad at no cost.

Keep live matter 1/4˝ from final trim size:  
top, bottom and sides.

On bleed spreads, keep live matter  
1/4˝ from the gutter 

FULL PAGE  
NON-BLEED

7.125˝ X 9.75˝

FULL PAGE  
BLEED

8.375˝ x 
11.125˝

TRIM

8.125˝ x 
10.875˝

2⁄3 VERTICAL
 4.694˝ x 9.75˝

1⁄3 HORIZONTAL
 4.694˝ X 4.75˝

1⁄3 VERTICAL
 2.25˝ X 9.75˝

1/2 VERTICAL
 4.694˝ X 7.25˝

1⁄6 HORIZONTAL
 4.694˝ X 2.25˝

1⁄6 VERTICAL
 2.25˝ X 4.75˝

1/2 HORIZONTAL
 7.125˝ X 4.75˝

//  premier elegance hotel and  
conference center //

Finally aoidufoais foiasdof uoasidf oasid ofias odfi uaosif 
oasifo fiasod oas fosa ouaso dfoas foais foas dof asod foas 
doas dooas foas ofasof oasf oas foias of asof osa osa oaosdf 
oas foas ofas od faosdf oas foas ofasof oas foas foas odf 
aos foasu foasof usod fuoasdu osau ofasodf 

a: address, city, state, zip
t: phone tf: 800-800-8000 f: fax
w: web address e: e-mail

________ Reception Capacity

________ Private Dining Capacity

________ Reception w/Dining

________ Total Dining Capacity

________ Number of Facilities

________ Meeting Capacity

________ Open Catering Policy

________ On-site Catering

________ Lounge/Entertainment

DINING

MEETING SPACE

*Sample ad and listing are shown at a reduced size.

sample 1/4 page formatted ad

PRINT AD DIMENSIONS
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DIGITAL PRODUCTS
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An online planning directory for meetings professionals planning events in Wisconsin. This 

detailed digital directory features information on venues, hotel properties, attractions, suppliers 

and group outing locations in Wisconsin, providing planners with one resource to plan their 

events. Search venues by location, region, square footage, number of meeting rooms, number of 

sleeping rooms, amenities and more. 

DIGITAL DIRECTORY

DIRECTORY PROFILE OPTIONS

PREMIUM

  • Business name and logo

  • Address and Phone

  • Linked Email and Website

  • Description (150 words)

  •  Meeting and exhibit space specs, 
amenities and more

  • 20 photos

  •  Chart with break out room size  
and capacity

  • Video upload

  • Social media links

  • 12 months of visibility

  •  Upload up to 5 PDFs (Menus, floor 
plans, etc.)

  • Special Offers

    $695 with a print ad

    $1,195 with no print ad

FREE

  • Business name and logo

  • Address and Phone

  • Email and Website 

  • 1 Photo

All rates are net.
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DIGITAL PRODUCTS

FEATURES

  • Opportunity to touch every single planner visiting our website and who reads our email

  • Combines frequency branding with high-impact ad positions on both our website and emails

  • The ONLY way to reach our Wisconsin Meetings web and email readers with digital display advertising 

  • Positions you as the “go-to” company with the people you really want to reach—decisions-makers 

WHAT YOU GET

  • Premium Directory Profile for 12 months  

  • Banner Advertising on WisconsinMeetings.com and in weekly e-newsletter (rotates)

  • Sponsored Content (1x per 6 month sponsorship; 2x for annual sponsorship) on WisconsinMeetings.com

  • Custom Email only available with Annual Sponsorship (2x year), sent to email subscriber list

  • Logo on bottom of weekly e-newsletter and in print magazine (4x per year)

EXCLUSIVE 
SPONSORS10 A Digital Sponsorship is the best value, offering you bundle pricing on  

the website, digital directory, email and custom email. 

ANNUAL SPONSORSHIP (12 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS)

$3,495 when bundled with print (minimum 1/2 page ad)

$4,995 with no print advertising

All rates are net.

MAXIMUM VISIBILITY 
AND FREQUENCY 
POSITIONED WITH 
HIGH QUALITY, 
RELEVANT CONTENT.

DIGITAL SPONSORSHIPS

MAXIMIZE YOUR DIGITAL REACH AND SPEND



PRODUCTION GUIDELINES | REQUIREMENTS

FOR ALL ADVERTISING
Guaranteed Position: Add 10% of gross space rate. To reserve space or for information on Inserts/Polybags/Reprints,  

contact Louise Andraski at 608-873-8734 or louisea@ntmediagroup.com.

AGENCY COMMISSIONS
15% of gross space cost to recognized agencies or in-house ad departments providing digital art. No commission on production 

charges or position charges (except covers), billing referred for collection, sponsored content and digital products. 

DESIGN SERVICES
If you do not have an existing ad that meets our specs, our design department can create original artwork for you.  

For design fees, please call 262-729-4471.

AD REQUIREMENTS FOR DIGITAL DISCOUNT
Please submit your ad as a press-quality PDF created in CMYK and containing high-resolution (300 dpi) images. Ads containing 

spot colors or RGB images will not be accepted. All fonts must be embedded. If your ad does not meet our specifications, you 

will be asked to correct and resubmit, or our design department can recreate your ad for you at $75 per hour.

CONTRACTS
Advertising must run within one year of first insertion to earn frequency discount rates. An advertiser who does not complete 

a contracted schedule will be short-rated to the earned rate. No cash rebates will be made. Cancellations must be received in 

writing before the ad closing date. Verbal orders are binding. No cancellations accepted after the closing date.

BILLING TERMS
Advertising is invoiced on publication. Payment due within 30 days of invoice date. All accounts not paid in full within 

30 days of invoice date are subject to a 11/2% service charge per month (18% annually) on the net amount due, from the 

invoice date until paid in full. In the event the advertiser and/or agency defaults in payment of bills, such bills are turned 

over for collection. Advertiser and agency shall be totally liable for all fees and sums incurred by the publisher in the 

collection of delinquent accounts.

Please carefully review the media requirements below as they are critical to the quality of your ad. It is the 

advertiser’s responsibility to prepare ad materials to the specified requirements by deadline. Wisconsin 
Meetings reserves the right to run your last ad or charge advertiser for unused space if ad materials are 

not received by ad deadline provided.

2020 PRODUCTION/DESIGN GUIDELINES & MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS

NEI-TURNER MEDIA GROUP, INC. • 400 BROAD ST., UNIT D • LAKE GENEVA, WI  53147
P: 608-873-8734 • F: 608-204-6092 • EMAIL: louisea@ntmediagroup.com
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